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Abstract

This paper provides an overview on the advances ofmusic information retrieval in symbolic representation of music.

Such musical aspects as key, tonality, bass, melody, dynamics, rhythm and patterns are considered as foundation for

visualizing systems for the piano stream in classical music. The paper then describes the proposed visualizing system

and Malinowski's music animation machine. It lays light on the challenges facing creating contemporary visualizing

systems. It is supplied with a related references list for further study on the issue.
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1 Introduction

Most contemporary popular music player software

(Windows Media Player, Winamp, iTune, etc.) contain a

visualization module which provides a real time

graphical complement for the performed digital music.

These visualization modules rely mainly on amplitude

and frequency information available in the audio files

and use it as source information for the graphical

module which usually performs complicated actions and

creates complex patterns. In spite of this graphical

complexity, it does not reflect the semantic of the music,

and does not consider such musical concepts like

tonality, bass and melody. A music information retrieval

(MIR) system in audio files for those aspects is

computationally expensive and still far from being able

to satisfy the users (listeners/watchers).

The MIR community applies a lot of effort on

analysis the musical contents both in digital audio and in

symbolic representations. The symbolic representation

like the MIDI files differs from the former in terms that

it explicitly provides the information about the pedals,

notes, and their timing. Different musical instruments

are also divided into channels or tracks [9].

These characteristics ofMIDI files makes them more

suitable domain for content analysis than digital audio

files and as a result visualizing systems for MIDI at the

moment can be potentially more related to the musical

content than their digital audio analogues [1]. Although

MIDI files are popular, they are mostly used for

composing aims or in musical databases but rarely

among end-users for listening purposes. This is because

MIDI requires high quality synthesizers which are too

expensive or simply not good enough as their acoustic

instruments equivalent.

As the quality of software synthesizers and the

computing power of computers are rapidly improving,

MIDI music listener auditory is expected to increase. A

visualizing module for MIDI files based on musical

content analysis might become am interesting

contribution to the music industry.

In this paper the authors shed light on some of the

music content analysis methods and techniques for

MIDI; we will discuss such musical concepts such as

key, tonality, melody and dynamics and their retrieval

from MIDI data. In latter sections authors show how

information about musical content can benefit

visualizing systems in two examples: the authors' MIDI

visualizer, and Malinowski Music Animation Machine

(MAM). This is followed by conclusions and further

research discussion, acknowledgment, and references to

related works to both of visualizing music and content

analysis.

* Part of the work was presented at the 11th International Conference on

Knowledge-Based and Intelligent Information & Engineering

Systems KES 2007, Salerno, Italy, September 2007.
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2 Music Content Analysis in MIDI Files

The MIDI representation of music contains symbolic

information of performance events: pedals and notes

(onset time, pitch, duration). In this sense it can be

compared to musical score and hence, it can be analyzed

by tools and rules oftheory of music. There are however

many differences between the musical score and MIDI;

the key is not necessarily known in MIDI representation,

also notes like C# and D b are indistinguishable. MIDI is

a performance descriptor and not musical score for the

musicians; this is why it is potential musical source for

the end-user. We mentioned previously in the

introduction the reasons why it is still not popular for

this purpose.

A visualization system which can reflect graphically

much of the musical contents in a way which makes

sense for the listener/watcher must be able to extract

musical aspects like key, tonality, bass, melody line,

dynamics, rhythm, patterns, form, genre, emotions, etc.

Behind every aspect there is at least few a algorithms

and competitive methods for better extracting.

The authors will discuss the first seven aspects

mentioned here and then give examples of implementing

them into a visualizing system. They are discussed from

the point of view of classical genre and single

instrument - the piano.

2.1 Key and Tonality

Almost all classical tonal pieces are composed using one

of the existed 24 tonalities of the diatonic music. This

tonality is called the key. Tonality is one of the main

musical attributes along with the meter, melody and

harmony. The theory of music defines tonality as the

hierarchy of importance that exists between tones in

musical piece [12].

Tonality dynamically changes via progressions and

modulations while the key rarely changes. The key

mode (major or minor) reflects the overall "mood" of

the piece. Parncutt [16] created a method for key

detection in a sequence of chords. Later many

techniques appeared for key detection by analyzing the

composition beforehand and determining the key as the

most frequent tonality with its tonic sound frequently

appearing. The authors of this paper suggested a method

for tonality recognition dynamically. This method is

designed for monophonic piano stream in MIDI file. It

divides the stream basing mainly on pitch salience

values into segments where every segment represents a

single tonality [8].

MIDI files contain a meta event command where the

key information (meta command 59) can be stored. In

case this information is available, visualizer can use it,

and apply the tonality methods to detect tonality

progressions and modulations. If not, then it has to apply

some actions to determine the key. Fig.l shows the

tonalities in the famous Beethoven's "For Elise".

Poco moto

Fig. 1. Beethoven: For Elise. The piece is composed in A

minor (the key). In this fragment the composition starts with

its key tonality A minor, and then progresses to E major.

2.2 Bass and Melody Line

Basses are the foundation of the harmony, and usually

are the lowest pitch in the harmonic line. Melody is the

main part of the music, and it is the part people would

sing if they were asked to express the music vocally.

Most bass recognition algorithms are based on the

assumption that the bass note is lowest than its

neighbors. The authors in their work about tonality [8]

also suggested an algorithm for bass recognition in

piano stream based on the same principle.

Melody extraction is a difficult task. Uitdenbogerd

and Zobel prpopsed the skyline technique [13]; it selects

the highest pitch line of the note sequence into melody.

However, even with later revisions of the technique such

like in [14], it still fails to recognize complicated

structures of melody or simply when the melody is in

the lowest or middle pitches. Chopin's fragment in Fig.

2 shows the melody line where notes are circled. Skyline

algorithm successfully classifies the higher notes as

melodic. The lower notes "E" and "B" shown by arrows

are basses and each one represents a harmony of E

major and B major tonalities respectively.

Fig. 2. Chopin; Etude No 3 in E major. The melody notes are

circled. Arrowed notes are basses.
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Another techniques are based on choosing the best MIDI

channel which contains the melody [2][13]. Usually the

melody channel has louder level than the average of all

channels, less average distance between pitches, less

rhythmic and so on. However, this technique is not

much useful in classical piano music, as it is seldom in

such music to divide into melody and harmony channels

especially when both are played on the piano.

Recently a psychoacoustics models for melody

extraction are in discussion.

2.3 Dynamics, Rhythm and Patterns

Although MIDI files are considered as a relatively

convenient domain for the musical contents analysis, the

loudness aspects of music or dynamics are relatively

difficult to extract. In digital sound there are good

deterministic methods for loudness extraction from

sound wave amplitude [15]. In MIDI files, the loudness

is reflected in the velocity parameter of the note which is

related to the speed of the piano key pressing. The

authors studied the factors affecting the loudness in

piano [7][8]. The loudness can be estimated from notes

velocities, pitch and piano amplitude envelope. The

loudness then reflects the dynamics levels of the music

(forte, piano, crescendo and diminuendo).

Rhythm is the variation of length of the notes. There

are many two more relative aspects here: The meter, and

the tempo. The rhythm is important as it reflects such

features of music like accelerando and ritenuta. In 1983

Lerdahl and Jackendoff published their text, A

Generative Theory of Tonal Music (GTTM). Since that

time many methods based of music segmentation

appeared for rhythm extraction.

The music segmentation however, depends on

another feature of the music - the patterns. The pattern

recognition in music leads to segmentations. In Fig. 3

the musical fragment can be classified into three parts

with single pattern. The first part consists of 9 notes in C

major starting in C which is the bass note here. The

second and third repetitions repeat the note intervals of

the first part but in different tonalities (G major and F

major). Algorithms based on segmentation division by

note interval repetition can extract the rhythm of the

fragment in Fig. 3 successfully. However, in classical

music segmentation and pattern recognition is more

complicated process. Robert Rowe in his book machine

musicianship [17] describes advanced methods formusic

segmentation based on neural networks techniques.

C major — —G major— F major—

Fig. 3. Musical pattern been repeated in different tonalities

3 MIDI Visualizing systems

Visualizing music is a creative process. There might be

infinite ideas of representing the contents of music via

graphics. As we mentioned before, most of the popular

contemporary players depends on the sound wave but

not on the musical context. In this section we will

describe two visualizers for MIDI files based on musical

content (The authors visualizer and Malinowski

Visualizer). We hope that describing the visualizing

ideas here might inspire many graphic* and music

researchers and programmers to create their own

original creative visualizing systems.

3.1 Author's MIDI Visualizer

This visualizing system was created cooperatively by

Adli and Ermakov. The system can receive MIDI

messages from MIDI files as well as directly from MIDI

device like digital piano.

The visualizing idea is a space flight in real time with

the music. Every note causes a small star to appear (fig.

4.) exactly in the onset time of the note. The small star

starts move toward the user (in a 3D space) which

makes the user feels as if he/she is flying forward. Bass

notes cause bigger rotating stars which move exactly

like the previous ones. The color of the small stars

reflects the current tonality.

Minor tonalities are associated with dark and gloomy

colors while the major ones are associated with bright

and cheerful colors. The color and rotation speed of the

bass stars depends on the pitch of the bass. The lower

the bass the slower the rotation speed is. Chords when

happen cause an explosion. The color of this explosion

depends on tonality while the size depends on the

overall loudness of all the notes of the chord. The

dynamics is represented by the size of the bass stars; for

quite music bass stars are small and vice versa. Rhythm

is reflected by the speed of the flight. And when the

system knows the key tonality it adds a trembling

feature for all the objects whenever the dominant

tonality appears to reflect the "anxious" feeling

frequently provoked by this tonality.
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Bass star Small star Explosion

Fig.4. The shapes ofMIDI visualizer. As the original background is black, all colors are inverted.

This visualizer is a real time one. And although it

uses simplified algorithms for the content analysis, non

expert users noticed that the visualization performed by

our visualizer were "closer" to the musical context than

other popular visualization modules which were basing

on frequency and amplitude extraction. The graphical

and musical qualities however, were not necessarily

better.

3.2 Malinowski Music Animation Machine

(MAM)

Stephen Malinowski during many years created his own

algorithms and own visulalizer which he called MAM

[4]. MAM handles MIDI messages from file or directly

via MIDI port. As for 2007 this MAM can visualize

MIDI in 12 different ways. Below we will describe one

ofthem.

Every note is represented by a circle (fig. 5). The

"now line" divides the notes into two groups: the notes

in the past are to the left of the line, and the future notes

are to the right. The now line advances and the notes are

played once the now line crosses the center of their

circles. As X axis is the time axis, Y axis reflects the

note number. The lower notes are located at the bottom

of the screen at vice versa. The color of the circles

reflects the pitch class of the note while the size reflects

its duration. Once the now line "hits" the circle, its inner

part starts following the line and decreases in size

gradually until it disappears (both graphically and as a

sound). The melody line and harmony line are also

separated.
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Fig. 5. The so called "part motion" visualization ofMalinowski's MAM. It might be

difficult to distinguish the different colors of the circles in grayscale.
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3.3 Challenges in Visualizing systems

Real time music information retrieval system in MIDI is

frequently late in detecting musical aspects exactly in

time of their occurrence. However in most cases music

is beforehand stored in a MIDI file, and the visualizing

system can first analyze the music in advance.

As the MIDI files are not digital audio files, they

rarely can produce high quality sounds on average

platforms. There are however, many hybrid musical

standards where music is stored in both audio and

symbolic way. Such files can serve as good domain

where the music is performed from the audio data, and

the visualization uses the symbolic data.

Visualizing system can be used for other purposes

like visual music representation, pattern recognition for

performers or genres. For example the performance

worm by Goebl et. al. [6] draws different shape

"worms" in tempo-loudness space which helps to

distinguish performers.

Visualizing systems are encouraged to create

dynamically their own graphical patterns in real time

relevant to the performed music.

4 Conclusions and Further work

MIDI files are expected to become more popular among

the end users due to the improvements of both software

and hardware synthesizers. Symbolic analysis of music

in MIDI can provide more accurate information about

the musical aspects like tonality, melody line and

rhythm with less computational requirements if

compared with the analysis in audio files.

Music visualizing systems are also becoming

popular. The created visualization might be an aim by

itself, or it can be used for different music classification

applications. Visualizations in audio files are limited to

amplitude and frequency information. There are

however, many graphically advanced visualizators such

as some Winamp plug-ins. Visualizations based on

MIDI files can create visual patterns closely related to

musical context as the musical information can be

explicitly or implicitly obtained. The "MIDI visualizer"

and "Music Animation Machine" are examples of such

visualizing systems.

The authors wanted to invoke the MIR community

creativity toward the potential visualizing possibility of

music based on its contents.
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